Pesticide risk and impact assessment models critically rely on and are sensitive to information describing dissipation from plants. Despite recent progress, experimental data are not available for all relevant pesticide−plant combinations, and currently no model predicting plant dissipation accounts for the influence of substance properties, plant characteristics, temperature, and study conditions. In this study, we propose models to estimate half-lives for pesticide dissipation from plants and provide recommendations for how to use our results. On the basis of fitting experimental dissipation data with reported average air temperatures, we estimated a reaction activation energy of 14.25 kJ/mol and a temperature coefficient Q 10 of 1.22 to correct dissipation from plants for the influence of temperature. We calculated a set of dissipation half-lives for 333 substances applied at 20°C under field conditions. Half-lives range from 0.2 days for pyrethrins to 31 days for dalapon. Parameter estimates are provided to correct for specific plant species, temperatures, and study conditions. Finally, we propose a predictive regression model for pesticides without available measured dissipation data to estimate half-lives based on substance properties at the level of chemical substance class. Estimated half-lives from our study are designed to be applied in risk and impact assessment models to either directly describe dissipation or as first proxy for describing degradation.
INTRODUCTION
Phase partitioning, intermedia transport, and degradation mainly drive pesticide dissipation and relate to the magnitude of residues in agricultural food crops and other plants. In addition to experimental data, deterministic models can help to predict residues in harvested plants as an integral part of risk and impact assessments. 1−4 Assessment models critically rely on and are highly sensitive to estimates of rate coefficients or corresponding half-lives describing pesticide dissipation from plants. 5−8 Half-lives for individual fate processes in plants are often not available, but are instead aggregated into overall dissipation half-lives. 9 Such dissipation half-lives are either estimated from individual experimental data per pesticide or derived from other parameters, such as soil half-lives. 5 However, both approaches fail to provide estimates that account for the variability of dissipation from plants.
Measurement-based half-lives generally refer to overall dissipation from plants, with degradation and intermedia exchange, such as uptake from soil into roots, as contributing mechanisms. Two studies reviewed measured pesticide dissipation from plants. Willis and McDowell (1987) 10 reviewed half-lives reported for 79 pesticides in the leaves of 53 plant species. Fantke and Juraske (2013) 11 reviewed half-lives reported for 346 pesticides in various parts of 183 plant species. Nevertheless, experimental data are not available for all pesticide−plant combinations and, when available, show large variation in half-lives reported per pesticide. Accordingly, attempts have been made to predict dissipation from plants based on half-lives in soil using generic extrapolation factors across pesticides ranging from 2 to 16 depending on the assessed pesticide−plant combinations, that is, some pesticides are estimated to dissipate 2 to 16 times faster from certain plants than from soil. 5,12−14 In a more recent study, the accuracy of using generic coefficients was questioned and, instead, a regression model was proposed for comparing soil and plant surface half-lives for 53 substances. 15 However, soil half-lives may vary by several orders of magnitude as a function of site-specific conditions, 16, 17 whereas variation of half-lives in plants under field conditions is reported to be less than a factor of 30 across 1489 pesticide−plant combinations. 11 Hence, only using soil half-lives is not necessarily appropriate to estimate plant half-lives. Instead, dissipation processes in plants depend on a combination of substance properties, 7, 18 plant characteristics, 3, 10, 19 and environmental conditions, 10, 20, 21 of which temperature plays a predominant role. 19, 20 Furthermore, halflives might differ between plant types (trees, cereals, root/tuber crops, etc.) as well as between components, such as leaves (surface), fruit pulp (interior), and roots (interior, belowground). Juraske et al. (2008) 5 for example show that for bromopropylate and α-cypermethrin applied to tomato, dissipation from the plant interior is four times faster than from the plant surface assuming that enzymatic activity in plants is quicker than photodegradation on plant surfaces. However, it remains unclear whether this holds true for other pesticide−plant combinations as both enzymatic transformation and photodegradation are influenced by highly variable aspects like substance vapor pressure, plant surface roughness, and air temperature. 19, 22 As a result, estimated dissipation from plants remains highly uncertain with dominant influences not being explicitly represented. In this study, we present a sophisticated method for estimating pesticide dissipation half-lives in plants from substance properties, plant characteristics, study conditions, and temperature with focus on three objectives: (1) to characterize 4442 measured pesticide dissipation half-lives in plants by describing their distribution and by estimating the influence of temperature from a subset of 1030 data points with reported growth season average air temperatures; (2) to estimate geometric means and 95% confidence intervals of dissipation half-lives at 20°C under field conditions for 333 reported pesticides, using multiple imputations to accommodate missing temperatures associated with reported half-lives; (3) to propose a regression-based model to predict dissipation half-lives for pesticides as a function of temperature, chemical class, selected substance properties, and plant characteristics, and evaluate model prediction performance using sums of squares of leaveone-out residuals for excluded data points. Our models and estimated half-lives are designed to be ultimately used as input in risk and impact assessments models.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Characterizing Reported Dissipation Half-Lives in Plants. As a starting point, we use a recently published review of measured dissipation half-lives for a combination of 346 pesticides and 183 plants. 11 Excluding substances where information regarding chemical substance class (e.g., carbamates, triazoles), substance properties, or plant type was insufficient or unclear, 4442 data points (reported half-lives) for 333 pesticides are used. We investigated the distribution of halflives including testing for normality and log-normality for each pesticide. We calculated pesticide-specific geometric mean halflives and analyzed their distribution across pesticides. The results are summarized in probability distribution and quantilequantile plots. SAS 9.4 was used as statistical analysis software throughout.
We first assessed the widely recognized influence of temperature T (K) on dissipation half-lives HL reported,T°( day) based on a subset of data points with reported average air temperature during growth (n = 1030, indicated by superscripted open circle ○) using a log−linear regression model (Model I). Besides temperature, we included as predictors in this model indicator variables for substance, plant, and cold storage, where cold storage refers to reduced light and temperature conditions after harvest: Of special interest is the temperature estimate β T°( K −1 ), which serves as input for analyzing the full set of reported dissipation half-lives in plants. We used β T°t o calculate three components used by several risk and impact assessment models, namely (a) reaction activation energy E a (kJ/mol):
where R (kJ/mol/K) is the molar gas constant, (b) temperature coefficient Q 10 :
where ΔT = 10 K, and (c) Arrhenius temperature correction factor cf T relating different dissipation rate constants to temperature:
Details how to derive E a , Q 10 , and cf T from β T°a re given in the SI, section S-1.
Temperature Imputation and 333
Recommended Half-Lives at Reference Conditions. Temperature is considered one of the main predictors for estimating dissipation half-lives in plants for all reported pesticides. Since air temperatures were reported for only 23% of the data, we imputed missing values using information on optimal air temperature ranges for reported plants and techniques to substitute temperatures of arbitrary missing pattern (see SI, section S-2). We used multiple imputations to replace each missing temperature with a set of 10 plausible values representing the uncertainty of the imputation. 24 The multiply imputed data sets were each analyzed using linear regression, and results were combined by taking the average of regression estimates and a combination of the within-and betweenregression variances. This procedure yields valid statistical inferences properly reflecting the uncertainty due to missing temperature data. 24−26 Each reported half-life is now associated with a specific temperature, either reported or imputed when missing, yielding a combined set of 4442 half-lives HL reported,T • (indicated by superscripted filled circle, •). To account for imputationrelated uncertainty, we provide for each half-life the relative increase in variance due to missing temperatures. Our second regression model estimates the half-life of a pesticide along with , and β T • = β T°( K −1 ) denote the multiplicative plant, cold storage, and temperature correction factors. As a sensitivity study, we tested our model with and without cold storage data to ensure that cold storage does not bias the regression. For each HL ref,i
• we also provide the 95% confidence interval obtained from t-distributions and standard error accounting for covariance between parameter estimates. Model prediction performance is evaluated using predicted leave-one-out residual sums of squared errors (PRESS), that is, each observation is predicted using all other n − 1 observations. 27 2.3. Regression Model for Predicting Dissipation Half-Lives from Pesticide Properties. We finally want to predict half-lives of pesticides without reported dissipation data, based on their physicochemical properties. From the analysis of reported data, we hypothesize the following qualitative dependencies: (i) Higher temperature triggers microbial and chemical degradation in plants, thereby shortening halflives. 10, 18, 20 (ii) Cold storage has additional effects beyond low temperature due to reduced light conditions, which diminishes dissipation. 28, 29 (iii) Plant-specific characteristics like growth, transpiration, uptake mechanisms, location of fruits/tubers, and size and shape of leafy foliage are all likely to distinctly influence pesticide dissipation. 3, 30, 31 (iv) Molecular weight, phase partition coefficients, and saturation vapor pressure have been reported as important physicochemical properties affecting environmental fate processes of chemicals. 7, 21, 32 (v) Pesticides within the same substance class, such as carbamates, show similar patterns in terms of half-life dependencies. (vi) Finally, aspects like degradation in soil and air may additionally correlate with dissipation from plants, 10, 18, 31 along with ionization potential, polarity, stereoselectivity, and other substance-specific properties. We used this set of hypotheses in a final generic log−linear model (Model III) for predicting dissipation half-lives of pesticides belonging to a certain substance class (e.g., triazoles, carbamates) applied to a particular plant under specific conditions and temperature, HL predicted,T°( day), as 
with intercept α′°, estimates for substance class β′ subst-class,k°, plant β′ plant,j°, cold storage conditions β′ storage°, temperature β′ T°≜ β T°( K −1 ; defined from temperature estimate of Model I), and substance-specific properties β′ l°, as well as variables with information about substance class X subst-class,k , plant X plant,j , and cold storage X storage , average air temperature T (K), reference air temperature T ref (K), and substance properties p l . Model Selection. We start from eq 6 to select and fit parameters of the final predictive Model III. Because of the difficulty of model selection in our settings, we used more than one selection method with the minimum Akaike information criterion (AIC) statistic as major criterion, 33, 34 and with separately considering significance levels. Model III is applied to the subset of 1030 data points with reported temperature. We only considered plants with n ≥ 8 reported temperatures and substance classes with n ≥ 3 reported substances per class to ensure reliability of estimates as a function of number of data points (see Figure 4 ). The minimum number of reported temperatures per plant is set to 8 to yield variances of less than a factor 2, whereas 3 substances per substance class are chosen as minimum in order not to overfit classes. Remaining plants and substance classes are pooled into categories other plants and other substance classes, respectively.
RESULTS
3.1. Variation of Reported Dissipation Half-Lives in Plants. Figure 1 (A1) presents the probability distribution of dissipation half-lives in plants for endosulfan as example substance with the largest number of data-points (n = 135). For endosulfan, 95% of half-lives fall in the range between 0.5 and 9 days. The shortest half-life (0.43 days) was reported in tomato foliage (27°C, field conditions) 35 and the longest halflife (20.1 days) in cherry tomato fruits (17.5°C, greenhouse). 36 Half-life distributions for other pesticides show skewed distributions similar to endosulfan. Figure 1 (B1) presents the distribution of geometric means of half-lives of all considered substances (n = 333). Interestingly, the variation across geometric means of half-lives of all substances is not much larger than the variation of reported half-lives for endosulfan, showing that 95% fall in the range between 0.5 and 13 days. This may be explained by the influence of limited dissipation through plant growth dilution, since plant mass can double within a few days. Half-lives greater than 30 days are mostly reported for cold storage conditions (not shown in Figure 1 ). 11 The large variation of reported half-lives for the same substance emphasizes the need for carefully analyzing these half-lives before reporting recommended values based on experimental data. Thus, we follow an iterative approach by introducing the different regression models (Models I, II, III). Figure 1 also shows quantile−quantile plots for normality (A2, B2) and log-normality (A3, B3) of reported half-lives, indicating a log-normal trend across data points per substance and across substances.
3.2. Coefficients for Temperature Correction. Qualitatively assessing the relationship between reported dissipation half-lives and air temperatures shows that they are inversely correlated ( Figure 2 ). The remaining variability for each temperature is mainly influenced by substance properties, plant characteristics, and environmental conditions.
The first regression (Model I) on the subset of 1030 data points with reported air temperature supports that temperature and additionally study conditions (field, cold storage) and plant species are important predictors to estimate pesticide dissipation. Model I yields an adjusted coefficient of determination of R adj 2 = 0.638 and a root-mean-squared error of RMSE = 0.27 for a temperature estimate β T°= −1.995 × 10 −2 K −1 (p-value < 0.0001) with estimated half-lives plotted against reported half-lives in Figure 3 (Model I). The RMSE of Model I corresponds to 95% of predicted half-lives falling within a factor 3 of reported half-lives. Excluding cold storage data influences β T°l ess than 3%. The variance in dissipation half-lives is explained by each predictor individually and with combined predictors for temperature (23.2% individually/combined), substance (52% individually, 36% combined), plant (26.8% individually, 6.3% combined), and study conditions (21% individually, 5.2% combined). Parameter estimates, standard errors, and p-values used in Model I are given in Table S2 (SI). From β T°w e obtain a reaction activation energy E a = 14.25 kJ/ mol, a temperature coefficient Q 10 = 1.22, and an Arrhenius temperature correction factor cf T = 1.02.
Dissipation Half-Lives for 333
Reported Pesticides at 20°C. Our regression Model II provides the corrected geometric means of half-lives for 333 pesticides applied to an average plant under reference conditions, HL ref,i
• . These half-lives calculated from intercept and substance estimates of eq 5 are listed in Table 1 and shown in Figure 3 (Model II). Half-lives range from 0.21 days for plant-derived pyrethrins to 30.8 days for dalapon with 95% of all half-lives falling in the range between 0.9 and 18 days. While on average 13 reported half-lives were available per substance with a maximum for endosulfan (n HL = 135), imidacloprid (n HL = 130), and methomyl (n HL = 122), only 6 temperatures were reported on average per substance (n T = 36 for endosulfan, n T = 16 for imidacloprid, and n T = 19 for methomyl, respectively). Across substances, temperature imputation contributes with 5.1% to standard errors of half-lives. Minimal contribution is found for substances with temperatures being reported for each half-life, such as for propamocarb hydrochloride, ziram, and fluazinam (contribution of temperature imputation to half-life standard errors < 0.1%), while maximal contribution is associated with substances, for which no reported temperatures are available, such as for propargite, nicotine, and dalapon (contribution to standard error between 1% and 17%). For calculating HL ref,i • from the combined data set of 4442 data points including imputed temperatures, we slightly increased the RMSE by 2% compared to the restricted data set with reported temperatures. The higher number of reported halflives in the combined data set nevertheless enables a strong reduction in the uncertainty of our half-lives per substance as shown in Figure S3 (SI). Additionally, we consider more substances, plants, and data points per substance and plant in the combined data set and in Model II. Excluding cold storage from Model II yields an average deviation of less than 0.2%, and for 95% of the data yields deviations of less than 3.8%. For five substances, deviations are greater than 10% (indicated in Table  1 ); for those substances, half-lives estimated without cold storage data are given in Table S4 (SI). Model II shows R adj 2 = 0.458 and a root-mean-squared error of RMSE = 0.3; that is, 95% of predicted half-lives fall within a factor 3.4 of reported half-lives. In addition to dissipation halflives for average plant and reference air temperature, Model II provides estimates for the influence of specific plants and for cold storage conditions (Table S3 , SI). These estimates can be used to correct reference half-lives in Table 1 for pesticides applied to specific plants under given study conditions and temperature. For example, we can calculate the half-life of acetamiprid applied to Chinese cabbage under field conditions at 291.16 K (18°C). We start from the log of the half-life for acetamiprid in Table 1 Figure  4 show that with a minimum of 20 data points, we get a standard error of 0.08, implying deviations between reported and predicted half-lives of a factor 10 0.08×Student's t . For a Student's t-value of 2.086 corresponding to 20 data points as degree of freedom, 37 we get a factor 1.5 deviation. Standard errors are slightly higher for grass, wheat, and rice, which might be attributable to the wide range of grass species aggregated into a single plant estimate, the ubiquitous geographical distribution of wheat grown under diverse environmental conditions, and the different cultivation methods of rice (paddy fields, dryland farming, etc.).
3.4. Estimated Dissipation Half-Lives from Pesticide Classes and Properties. Model III aims at predicting halflives of pesticides without measured dissipation data, as a function of their chemical class and properties. Stepwise regression is applied to the subset of 1030 data points with reported average air temperatures to ensure maximum accuracy, yielding the following final log−linear model (Model III):
with intercept α′°, estimates for substance class β′ subst-class,k°, plant β′ plant,j°, cold storage conditions β′ storage°, temperature β′ T°( K −1 ), substance molecular weight β′ MW°( mol/g), octanol/ water partition coefficient β′ K OW°, and saturation vapor pressure β′ P V°( Pa −1 ), variables with information about substance class X subst-class,k , plant X plant,j , and cold storage X storage with all X → {0,1}, average air temperature T (K), reference air temperature T ref (K), molecular weight MW (g/mol), octanol/water partition coefficient log K OW , and saturation vapor pressure P V (Pa). All other tested substance properties (air/water and soil organic carbon/water partition coefficients, half-lives in air and soil) that are not included in Model III either did not significantly improve the model or showed strong correlation with another included variable. Model III shows R adj 2 = 0.465, an Akaike information criterion AIC = −960.4, and a root-mean- squared error RMSE = 0.36; that is, 95% of predicted half-lives fall within a factor 4.5 of reported half-lives. From Model III we obtain estimates to correct for cold storage conditions, β′ storage°= 0.69, substance molecular weight, β′ MW°= −3.9 × 10 −4 mol/g, log K OW , β′ K OW°= 0.02, and saturation vapor pressure, β′ P V°= −0.09 Pa −1 , (all p-values < 0.05). Estimates for 14 substance classes and 31 plants are given in Table 2 and resulting predicted half-lives plotted against reported half-lives are shown in Figure 3 (Model III).
Model III is designed to calculate from pesticide properties half-lives for individual pesticides, for which no reference half-lives are available (i.e., not in Table 1 ). This model targets all pesticides of substance classes listed in Table 2 and applied to specific plants under given conditions and temperatures. For example, except for some unpublished residue studies, 38 there is no reported dissipation half-life available for tefluthrin (CAS, 79538-32-2; substance class, pyrethroids) authorized in the European Union. 39 To calculate its half-life when applied to, for example, wheat at 295.16 K (22°C) under field conditions, we use eq 7 with estimates for study condition, substance class, substance-specific properties, and plant taken from Table 2 along with β′ T°. We get log HL predicted,T°= α′°+ β′ pyrethroids°+ (Table 1) . For arriving at this set, just taking the geometric mean of all available measured half-lives per substance 11 would have led to biased estimates. Instead, correcting predicted half-lives for temperature, plant species, and study conditions, imputing missing temperatures, identifying a temperature coefficient in Model I, and finally studying the variability for each pesticide reduces the uncertainty around each presented half-life and much better reflects reference conditions. Half-lives in Table 1 are designed for direct use in risk and impact assessment models and can be combined with eq 5 to further correct for scenario-specific plants, conditions, and temperatures. Our final Model III (eq 7) is designed to estimate dissipation half-lives from properties of individual pesticides of 14 substance classes, for which no reference half-lives could be obtained in our study due to missing reported data.
We acknowledge that the predictive ability of leave-one-out cross validation can be too optimistic, since data perturbation may be insignificant when only omitting one data point. 40 Substance classes with less than three reported substances per class and plants with less than eight reported air temperatures were pooled into single categories other substance classes and other plants, respectively (see Table 2 ). Comparatively small standard errors for these two categories refer to the mean category estimate, whereas for each substance class and plant within these categories the standard error is generally higher. This is because these two categories are much more heterogeneous than categories for individual substance classes and plants (increases uncertainty per category component), but also contain more data points than individual substance classes and plants (decreases uncertainty of mean category estimate). Hence, half-lives based on these two categories generally have higher uncertainty than half-lives based on individual substance classes and plants.
4.2. Comparison with Other Temperature Coefficients. Temperature coefficients Q 10 for metabolic processes in plants and other media are typically between 2 and 3, 41, 42 while Q 10 for physical processes are often much lower. 42−45 Our Q 10 = 1.22 is at the very low end of Q 10 for individual processes. This can be explained by the fact that there is more than one process contributing to overall dissipation from plants and that these processes go in a counter-direction. More specifically, overall dissipation results from the combination of temperature-dependent degradation as predominant removal process in plants as well as leaf and root uptake as temperaturedependent processes counter-acting removal from plants. 6, 8 The combined effects of these processes with their distinct influence on residue dynamics 3, 30, 31 reduce the temperaturedependency of overall dissipation. This is in line with other studies, where a change from high to low Q 10 has been observed when going from pure degradation to overall plant dissipation. 46, 47 4.3. Future Research Needs. Risk and impact assessment models often need information on individual processes contributing to dissipation. For that, additional research is required to systematically assess the contribution of processes like degradation or root uptake to overall pesticide dissipation from plants. Furthermore, reporting guidelines for measuring dissipation from plants need to be improved with respect to providing sufficient information on environmental study conditions (most importantly by reporting temperature, but also humidity, soil type, etc.) and residues in plants (providing enough data points to account for measurement variability and to effectively perform curve fitting for estimating dissipation kinetics). Finally, the specific and significant coefficient obtained for cold storage primarily shows that the temperature correction obtained on field crops cannot be directly applied for cold storage conditions. Targeted experiments are required to further analyze the influence of temperature and the characteristics of cold storage conditions on dissipation and contributing mechanisms, thereby increasing input data quality when using experimentally derived half-lives in modeling studies.
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